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2 Knight Street, Fannie Bay

Position is prime, lifestyle is assured – make this house your
home.
When lifestyle is key, then you need a property that is close to the action!
Needing a little work to make it home, this elevated house has a lot on offer
– and a lifestyle that is enviable combined with an unbeatable location!
The 1180m2 corner allotment within the popular Fannie Bay area,
renowned and sought after by locals seeking the coastal way of life with
access to jaw dropping scenery, cool sea breezes, stunning sunsets and
iconic places to dine out.
The home is an elevated property with 3 large bedrooms upstairs along with
a modernised main bathroom with feature tiles and a timber topped vanity
with storage within. The living areas are sweeping and open plan with timber
flooring underfoot and bays of louvered windows to capture the cool
breezes.
Built in under the home is an optional 4th bedroom along with living spaces
and a bathroom. Established gardens screen the home from the street and
wrap around to offer shade and privacy to all aspects for the home.
A treetop balcony overlooks the pool below and is a wonderful and cool
space to entertain with friends or relaxed with a good book. Entertaining is
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For the boys or gals with toys, there is a large work shop shed with dual
roller door access ideal for parking the boat or trailer.
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Property Type
Property ID
Land Area

SOLD
residential
111
1,180 m2
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